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Black graduation rates haunt athletic department
by Larry Lee

66

Special to tie Spartan Daily

A statement on a white-board in Stan
Morrison’s office could very well speak for
the entire San Jose State University athletic department: Bury the past.
This is what Morrison, the SJSU men’s
head basketball coach, and the rest of the
because
department are trying to do
the past is ugly. Not so much because of its
record on the playing field, but its record
off it.
The department is trying to shake loose
its reputation, that it is worst in the nation
in graduating African -American studentlarge
athletes while still graduating a
percentage of its white counterparts.
Emerge magazine has published reports
by the National Collegiate Athletic
Association for two consecutive years, and
SJSU has ranked last both years, among all
Division I universities for graduating none
of its African-American football or basketball players within six years.

This (report) kicks us in
the teeth.
SJSU

The NCAA, college athletics’ governing
body, studied student-athletes who
entered Division I universities as freshmen
during the 1988-89 school year on full or
partial scholarships to see how many graduated.
Three
other
CSU
schools
Northridge, Long Beach and San Diego
joined SJSU on both the Division 1 football and the basketball bottom-50 lists in

Stan Morrison
men’s basketball coach

1994. Sacramento State University and
Fresno State University were both on the
football list in ’94, while Cal State
Fullerton ranked in the bottom 50 in basketball.
In response to the survey, current members of the athletic department feel they
are being unjustly held responsible for
mistakes of the past.
’This (report) kicks us in the teeth,"

said Morrison, who inherited a 1989 basketball program that was in shambles after
10 players quit the team under then-coac h
Bill Berry.
Stan Stewart, the men’s assistant basketball coach, feels the report is not an accurate account of what the athletic department is like now. it is sending the wrong
message," Stewart said. ’The perception of
today’s program is not being given."
Today’s program has dramatically
changed from the one in the past. In 1988
when the NCAA report began its
research SJSU’s athletic department
established its student-athlete support services unit to help student-athletes graduate.
However, Associate Athletics Director
Carolyn Lewis said results of the department’s changes won’t be available for a
few years. She also said the NC-AA, which
reported an increase of 15 percent in the
student-athlete graduation rate at SJSU
over the last four years, recently examined

how SISt handled its student-Alb-les.
"The !s.( -AA group felt very good about
what we do with student -athletes)," Lewis
said.
Jerry Reese, a former Spartan football
player said, "The department is10 times
better now than it was when I got here,"
who arrived as a freshman in 1991 and is
majoring in public relations. "There is a
lot of pressure on the athletic department,
and changes are being made."
Reese said he was labeled as having a
learning disability in elementary school
and placed in special -education classes.
Had it not been for a recruiting coach at
another university who told him of another way of taking the SAT, he may not have
been able to pass the exam at all.
However, when he was first recruited by
SJSU coaches, he said they didn’t know
nor did they even ask about his academic
history.
"They just told me, ’You’re a good ash -

Institute addresses
ergonomics issue
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By Lisa Brown
Spartan Deify Staff Writer

SJSU geography lecturer, Marsha Holstrom (center), discusses plans for son Pierce’s 14th birthday party at their
home in Willow Glen on Sunday, Mother’s Day morning.

PHOTOS BY CHRIS SIMESCI.SPARTAN DAILY
Pierce and Amelia were her only children that were able to
be with her on the holiday. Her older son Harry and daughter
Amanda, were away at college in San Diego and Illinois.

Mom’s day everyday
Professor Mom makes
quality time count
By Lisa Brown
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Pierre Holstrom makes an unsucessful attempt to pull
his mother, Marcia into the pool for a Mother’s Day dip.

Women’s rally
kept quiet
By Jennifer Johnson

Sport= Deily Staff wrii.r

Representatives
from
the
Women’s
International League For Peace and Freedom
were on campus last Friday as part of the Great
Day Peace Train campaign which started in
Seattle, Washington on May 4 and will end in
his Angeles on May 19.
The event was supposed to be a rally on
women’s rights but was quieted by a campus
regulation which prohibits amplified events
after 12 p.m.
Woman’s
National
Oskoui,
Barbara
International League For Peace and Freedom
Board Member, said in light of the regulation
the members would focus on casual conversations with those interested in hearing about the
peace train and its efforts for women’s rights.

See Graduation,Back page

While Marcia Holstrom was an
SIM: graduate student, she was
also a teacher’s assistant and voluntering to create the Center for
Geographic Studies (CGS).
"It’s very important to my mental health to be well adjusted and
do what I really wanted to do,"
Holstrom said.
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Women’s rights are
human rights
Jean Gore
Women’s International League for Peace and
Freedom representative

"Our main concern is women and womens’
main concern is children," Oskoui said.
Much of the material the women wanted to
share was from the Platform for Action which
appeared last year in Beijing. The main point
they wanted to discuss was economic justice.
"We are trying to redirect tax money to meet
human needs," Oskoui said.
She said the tax money which is spent on the
military %tumid be diverted to helping take care

You have just spent the last
eight hours sitting at your computer composing a heavily
researched term paper.
It’s due tomorrow and it is only
half-finished.
Unfortunately, your body does
not want to cooperate because it
is suffering from a pounding
headache, the lower back and
lower abdominal area is hurting
and from the neck through the
shoulders to the finger tips, pain
is the name of the game.
Is there no better way to get this
computer work done?
Fortunately, SJSU students are
graduating with masters degrees
in human factors/ergonomics
under the interdisciplinary studies program.
Ergonomics is the study of
applying technology for the body.
Examples are chairs and beds that
conform to a persons contours.

See Ergonomics.Back page

CGS does geographic studies
outreach to local area K-12 students, she said.
Holstrom, associate director of
CGS, basically runs the center.
Following her Master of Arts
degree in geography iiispring
1994. Holstrom ha.s lectured geography classes since Fall 1994.
The challenge for women today
is to have not only a career but
also a marriage and family. It
would not surprise an one who
knows Holstrom that she is inarSee Holstrom,Page 4

of people.
Catherine Boch from SJSU’s Women’s
Resource Center said the peace train effort is to
show how to implement what was talked about
in Beijing. A popular motto from the organization is one the members embrace:
"It will be a great day when our schools get all
the money they need and the air force has to
hold a bake sale to buy a bomber."
Woman’s International League For Peace
and Freedom began during World War I when
women crossed enemy lines to meet together
:old discuss ways to make a better world, accord.
dig to Oskoui.
"It is very gripping," said Jean Gore, Women’s
International League For Peace and Freedom
representative from Boulder, Colorado.
Although there was not a tarp turnout for
the event, the women discussed the topics
among themselves and spoke out for their
rights.
"Women’s rights are human rights," Gore
said.

Mike Honda, Santa Clara County supervisor, encourages
marchers headed for the National Organization for Women
"Fight the Right’ demonstration in San Francisco in April.

Mike’s all right
Story and Ph, it,
By R. W. Bradt, wd
Spartan Daily Staff Photograph.,

SIM
graduate
Mike
Honda, district one county
supervisor, will soon he state
assemblyman to the 23rd district, which
encompasses
SJSU. if local political pundits
have their way.
Basically he’s a shoe in,
according
to
Terry

Mom’s Day wish from space

No DM for Air Force

It’s not every mother who gets a
Mother’s Day greeting from space.
Myrtle Wells of Bethany, Okla.
received early Happy Mother’s Day
wishes this week from daughter
Shannon Lucid, a NASA astronaut
aboard the Russian space station Mir.

Air Force Technical Sergeant
Warren Sinelsit was demoted
and sentenced to 14 days hard
labor for refusing to give a blood
and saliva sample for a DNA
registry to be used to identify
servicemens’ remains.

Pa,.

"The main focus of ergonomics
is safety, health, productivity, comfort and quality ... (because)
ergonomics is a very important
aspect of everyday life," said
Abbas
Moallem,
consulting
ergonomist in SJSU’s industrial
science and engineering department.
"Using computers and keyboards is such a routine part of
our lives today that most people
hardly think of it," Moallem said.
"Each individual has to be somehow conscious of everything
ergonomic."
Ergonomics takes into account
such factors as age. gender, physical and mental abilities and cultural background.
When principles of good
ergonomics are applied, quality of
life goes up for customers and
employees while reputations and
profits go up for manufacturers
and employers, Moallem said.
Louis Freund, director of

3
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Christensen, SJSU chair of the
department
of
Political
Science. "Democrats significantlY
outnumber
the
Republic .ms in the district. It’s
a Yen liberal district. Honda is
a very popular candidate, as
demonstrated in his victory
against a tough field of candidates."
It couldn’t happen to a
nicer gm. said Honda’s constituents. "He’s committed to
education and community,"

Getting their kicks to walk safe
Ruth McKowan, 61, and
daughter-in-law Melissa
McKowan, 36, lust completed
FullPower of Santa Crus’s
introductory course in simulatedaesualt oeN-defeaae.

Pap
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Politics and oil industry hiding the truth

Big business reaps the profit of gas hikes
lts Michael Bar ton
so you ’se said s our words about the gas
OK,
price hikes that has e made headlines for
weeks now, but what .uiswers do we base?
The oil industry has a slew of rationalization,. the
long winter, a fire at a refiners’. the United States’s barrier against using Iraqi crude and cleaner fuel
requirements but
the reality is they have not
incurred costs to an extent that their profits have
been diminished.
Industry profits are soaring.
Jeff Jacoby, a Boston Globe columnist, wrote
Wednesday in a Mercury News opinion. "No reputable economist or oil expert in the world would
attribute the current surge in gasoline prices to anything but the normal interplay of supply and
demand."
Right Jeff. with higher demand
sport utility vehicles, and more powerful. less efficient vehicles the
norm the oil industry can
up prices. They have a
monopoly on a utility that the public relies on as a
foundation of Our economy.
But. Jeff scoffs at collusion arguments brought up
by critics.
His column, titled "We elected the gasoline-price
gougers," is directed with 1980’s anti-tax fervor
at the Congress’ gas taxes, which benefit
the public. But, nobody was complaining about prices as they were before
the price spike. So, if we followed his logic, and passed
Bob Dole’s purely political bill to cut the 4.3
cent tax, we would
let
the
real
gougers
privately held, ultrapowerful multinational
corporations
force
the public to shoulder their

!alma tiegotiations in favor of business.
Dole is "championing the gasoline tax cut as a Cenof his presidential campaign" writes the
Mercun News, page one. A giveaway to the wealthiest
corporations next to the insurance industry has
become Doles centerpiece?
We just caught a glimpse of the real Bob Dole.
"The whole issue has a lot more
to do with politics than the price of
gas," said Minority Leader Thomas
Daschle, D-S.D. in the Mercury
News.
If we had a forum to discuss
terpiece

issues like the gas pi u es rationally .uid constructively,
we might be able to move forward. But instead, the
American public is dragged thiough the political
trenches of the presidential campaign.
We are going to get used to paying more for gas
up 25 to 30 cents at my pumps
but I ain not going
to get used to where it is going, the oil industry coffers

and the pockets 01 polit iins. I would be in support
of a 25 cent increase iii he gas tax to fund alternative
traiispoi Litton.
And, people are going to adjust to the higher
prices, maybe, by thinking more economically. But, if
the tax were directed at benefiting a transition to
independence from the oil industry, everyone would
benefit.
Now, everyone suffers at the cost of a powerful
industry. If you look at it that way I would not want it
as "the centerpiece" of my campaign for presidency.
Mike &aim is a Spartan Mil). Staff Writer

We have truly sunk to unbelievable levels here. Our society is so
mind-numbingly passive that it
rolls over and plays dead. One more
argument for stronger government role in
proactively monitoring private corporations such as
the oil consortium, has driveled into a political posturing exercise by Dole to win political points for
cutting taxes.
And, now the tax cut a windfall for the oil industry has been linked to
the minimum wage
increase and .1 bill that would weaken organized

College is only the beginning

A lifetime and world awaits after graduating
By Russell Hall
About seven years after I started this
mission of getting through the
California State system, I am finally
set to graduate this fall. I really do not
know how I am going to feel when it gets
down to the last few weeks, but right now I
have mixed feelings.
The first word that comes to my mind is
relief. I will be relieved not to have studying to do and relieved not to pay the steep
(and still rising) registration fees. At the
same time, there is a feeling of fear inside
of me. Fear of starting a new chapter in my
life. Fear of possibly not getting a job.
A lot of people agree that graduating
from high school is a dramatic step in
one’s life, but it pales in comparison to the
step one is taking after graduating from
college. The step from the university to
the job force is one of finality; a step in
which there is no turning back.
The step after college is also one in
wliii It reality sets in. Most college students
has e dreams of finding their dream job,
one in which is going to make them a lot
of money. This is often not the case. Most
graduates will have to settle for a job that is
not really what they want, but they must
take it or risk working as a waiter/waitress
their whole lives.
This is one thing that a recent college
graduate must realize: the money is not
going to be rolling in the minute you land
a job. Like anything in life, a good salary is
going to take some time and hard work to
obtain.
There is a co-worker of mine at UPS ( a
recent business graduate of SJSU ) who
has been looking for a job for the last five
months but has been unsuccessful. One of
the reasons for his not finding a job is that
he is setting his standards too high. He
won’t even consider going for a job that

pays less than $40,000. Unless he is real
lucky, this is not going to happen.
Graduates must realize that it is going to
take time to build a nest egg. A BMW and
a house is not going to be bought in the
first year. Struggling to build up a savings
account, one will probably find their lives
very similar to when they were a starving
student.
I will admit, I do not have my future
mapped out. As a magazine journalism
major, my dream job would be to be on
staff at a national sports publication,
preferably Baseball America. This is a
dream indeed, one which may never he
realized, but something I will continue to
strive for until I have obtained it or have
retired.
The thing I am definitely ready to do is
work hard to get all the things I want in
life. I will probably stay on at my night job
as I work on getting my career going as a
journalist. As I try to get on my feet, I an)
going to be money hungry, trying to make
all the money I can to get to pay for the
things I want in life: a new house, a new
car, the ring for my future wife and college
funds for my children.
I guess I am getting a little ahead of
myself here. The message I am trying to
convey here is this: Graduating does not
mean the struggle is over. It only means
that you have progressed to taking on the
struggle known as the rest of your life.
Rue wil Hall is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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rm. 118. Call 924-4547.
library Donations and
Sales Unit
Special Book Side, with prices
ri() percent off (donations welcome).10
Wahlquist Library, rm. 408
and Clark library, lobby.
Call 924-2705.
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Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meeting. Noon-lp.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 269
Call 776-0365.

Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8074.

Associated Students
Board
Program’
/an Film Tour, "My
Sweetheart Got Married.
5:30p.m. Towne Theatre,
1433 The Alameda
Call 924-6263.

Tuesday
Black Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 314.
Call 924-8026.
Building Social Support
General therapy group.
12:30p.m.-2p.m. Administration Bldg., tin. 201.
Call 9245910.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center,
195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 938-1610.
Da Undaground
KSJS (90.5 FM)
Underground music for SJSU.
10p.m.-2a.m. Call 924-4599,
t of Nutrition
& opeaZ:10mm
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
for students, faculty, staff).
3p.m.45p.m. Central
USSSE00111
Bldg., rm. 103. Call 924-3110.
Pi Alpha Phi
Meeting. 7p..m. Student
Union,
Costanoan rm. Call 295-0637.
Re-Entry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Suwon group for Re-Entry
students, 1230p.m.-1:30p,m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 9245950.

Bulwer-Lytton
English Club
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 3p.rn-4p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center,
195 E. San Fernando St.
Call 938-1610.
Da Undaground
on ESJS ()0.5 FM)
Underground music for SJSU.
10p.m.-2a.m. Call 924-4599.

Okinawan Shorio Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits.
Ila.m.-4p.m. (reception
8p.m.). Art Building.
Call 924-4330.
School of Art & Design
Tuesday Night Lecture
Series. 5p.m.-6p.m.
Art Bldg., rm. 133.
Call 9244328.
School Touring
Ensemble Plug. am
Performance, ‘Sometimes(
Wake lip in the Middle of the
Night.’ 1:30p.m. Hugh Gillis
Hall, Hal Todd Theatre.
Call 924-4664.
Band
rmPmbmicemorative concert
of song and dance honoring
Dr. Charlene Chadwick.
7:30p.m.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call Dr. Janet Averett.
Womaes Resource Center

Open meeting. 11 a.m.12:30p.m. Women’s Resource
Center, Administration Bldg.,
rm. 217. Call 9246500.

Departmentt of Nutrition
toot! Science
Sratncren
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, me
percentage of body fat (
for students, faculty, staff)
Noon-2p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg.. rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

PEOPLE
Astronaut phones, Jackson

gets loophole

Space to Earth mother
CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha. (AP) - It’s not
every mother who gets a Mother’s Day greeting from space.
Myrtle Wells of Bethany, Okla., received
early Happy Mother’s Day wishes this week
from daughter Shannon Lucid, a NASA
astronaut who is almost two months into her
five-month stay aboard the Russian space station Mir. Lucid is the first American woman
to live on Mir and only the second
American.
"I’m sorry I can’t be there today, Mother,
but I’ll be there as soon as I can as soon as
we get back," Lucid said in a televised broadcast from Mir. "Of all the mothers in the
world, I would have picked you if I’d had a
choice."
Wells, who just turned 81, also received a
birthday call this week from Lucid.
As for her own three children, ages 20 to
27, Lucid said, "I’d also like to say Happy
Mother’s Day to my children and to thank
them for making me a mother."
Lucid bought Mother’s Day and Father’s
Day gifts for her parents, former Baptist missionaries, before she rocketed into orbit on
March 22.

Germany makes it easy for Jackson
BONN, ( ;coital iy (AP) - Michael Jackson
is getting tax advice from Germany’s top
treasury official.
Finance Minister Theo Waigel published
an open letter to the singer Friday outlining
an apparent loophole in a new tax law that
reportedly led Jackson’s managers to drop
Germany from his summer-fall European
tour.
The cost of an elaborate show might be
deductible after all, Waigel wrote, adding:
"Maybe your decision would be easier if you
thought about the young people who spend
a lot of money to hear you sing and to buy
your CDs."
Jackson plans to visit the Phantasialand
theme park near Cologne this weekend for
the renaming of a roller coaster as
"Colorado Adventure - Hie Michael
Jackson Thrill Ride."

Keach develops Booth series
LOS ANGELES (AP) - For a TV project
he’s developing, Stacy Keach is looking both
to the stage and to history.
His subject is the Booth family, which
included the distinguished actor Edwin
Booth and John Wilkes Booth, who assassinated Abraham Lincoln.
"It’s a wonderful story and, for me, I get

ter> excited about it bet ause it tealh Marks
the beginning of Shakespeare in America,
one of the great acting families," Keach said
in a recent interview. "It’s a histiir ii al soap
opera."
Keach, himself, is well acquainted with the
stage, although he’s best known for TV roles
such as Mike Hammer and movies like "The
Long Riders."
Keach said the project will be more than a
miniseries, insulting at least 22 hours, and
he has not vet ,,,1,1 it to a network.

Fame awards honor musicians
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - An awards ceremony brought together on one inner-city
sidewalk artists as diverse as Boys 11 Men, the
Intrudersjoan Jett, composer and "Rocky"
arranger Peter Nero and Philadelphia
Orchestra conductor William Smith.
The event was the Philadelphia Music Hall
of Fame Awards, honoring those who "put
Philadelphia on the map as a world-class
music city."
"Man, I’m never going to get used to this,"
said Shawn Stockman of the Boys, who kept
spotting and waving to high-school buddies
in the crowd of screaming fans. "What a
homecoming."
Honored posthumously were Broadway
diva Phyllis Hyman and Philly Joe Jones, a
drummer who "bashed with the best of
them," according to jazz historian Harrison
Ridley Jr.
The names of the artists were inscribed in
brass on marble stars and cemented into the
city’s Walk of Fame, joining inductees such
as Chubby Checker, John Coltrane, Dizzy
Gillespie, Mario Lanza, Riccardo Mini and
Eugene Ormandy.

Evangelista no Joan of Arc
PARIS (AP) - Supermodel Linda
Evangelista is suing France’s far-right
National Front over a party poster depicting
her as Joan of Arc. A court already ordered
the National Front to stop printing the
posters with Evangelista’s face superimposed
on a picture of the 15th-century French
heroine. The court also awarded Evangelism
and photographer Karl Lagerfeld each
about $16,000 and her agency, Elite, $8,000.
Evangelista filed a lawsuit Thursday
demanding about $200,000 in additional
damages. She contended the party’s use of
her photo damaged her image and was an
invasion of privacy. The National Front, led
by anti-immigration crusader Jean-Marie Le
Pen, has claimed Joan of Arc as a symbol of
French strength and courage. It has not said
why it used Evangelista’s lain She has no
link to the party.

Pepsi to give away beepers
5 NEW YORK (AP) - PepsiCo is
taking an expensive approach to
keeping tabs on teen consumers:
It’s offering 500,000 of them beepers.

school systems nationwide.
PepsiCo company plans to link
teens in a network, beeping them
weekly with discount offers and
prize drawings.

The campaign to promote
Mountain Dew soft drinks comes
at a time when the use of beepers
by children is a hot-button issue in

Prizes include personal snowboarding lessons, a trip to MTV’s
Beach House and recording sessions at Sony studios.

GIVE THE PRECIOUS GIFT OF LIFE

(
s=c/y-44 x
(n+a+b+g)-H

Only $159
to New York come on Friday!

s=c/y-44 x
(n+a+b+g)-H

0

EGG DONATION PROGRAM needs healthy women
between 21 and 32 years of age. Experience the
reward and satisfaction of enabling
another woman to conceive. If you
are of Caucasian, Asian, East Indian,
Iranian, or other ethnic cultures, you
may help others of your ethnic background who would otherwise remain
childless. All inquiries
are confidential.
Financial compensation is provided.

Contact: Doris (510) 867-1800

Bay Area Fertility Medical Group
5601 Norris

Canyon Rd, Ste 300 San Ramon, CA 945H

$$ WE PAY TOP CASH$$
*

FOR OLD/USED COMPUTER MEMORY & CPU’S.
* WE BUY/TRADE-IN/SELL MEMORY FOR
IBM/MAC/SUN.

800-808-8356
APAQ TECHNOLOGY, a dynamic
manufacturer of high quality personal computer
systems, is looking for goal oriented people!
lCOI/NT MANAGER
esponsible for strategic partner development. 2-year college
degree preferred and minimum 2 years experience in PC sales
with distributor or mass merchant channel. Basic + commission.
INSIDE, SALES REPRESENTATIn
*Develop sales for as.signed territory. Minimum 1 year PC sales
experient e and some college.
BID DESK CLERK (PT Hourly)
*Will identify government id opportunities and assist sales in
bid completion. Minimum of high school diploma and ability to
operate a PC required.
Excellent communication skills and attention to detail
is a must. Multiple languages a plus! Equal
Opportunity Employer. Competitive salary. Fax resume
to (408) 487-0200 or e-mail to rpereaDapaq.com

mr.

WE CAN’T BLAMIE YOU
FOR NOT CONCENTRATING.
SAN FRANCISCO (OAKI AND) To NIA\ Y( WI\
Los ANGELES To Nnv YoRK 159

’159

NEW YORK TO MIAMI 89
NEW YORK 1) PARIS 149
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Holstrom: The art of being a good mother

Fighting with mom

From page I

By Pamela Cornelison

fled .1111i

I met

Spreial to the Spartan Daily

of tout t

drem
Alter being at home with the
children for 10 years, she needed
to do something for herself and
not just for her kids, she said.
One very imp.’ tam at twits- neat
and dear to the Holstrom farm Is
heart is having dinner togetla
Great conversations occur over the
evening meal as the family shares
their day with each other.
"Since the kids were little, we’ve
always made a point of trying to do
that almost every night," Holstrom
said.
Hillstrom. who has been married for 23 years to Pete Holstrom,
is the mother of two girls and two
boss.
When von enter her SJSU office.
though littered with geographyrelated posters. annotmcements,
books and the usual office paraphernalia, it feels like walking into
a Ironic office.
Proudly displayed are a United
States map that her son. Hart,
made in eighth grade and, a relict
map of South America that het
son Pierce made in fifth grade.
A coffee mug that reads, "I can
handle any crisis. I’m a Mom," in
addition to a photo collage of her
kids with a name that reads, "The
greatest gift is love."
Also hanging front her desk
chair, in a spot she is guaren teed
to see eyci dav is a note. It was
originally ai ciimpimied by a piece
of candy that she found in her
purse one day.
It reads, "lieu, vou go Mommy.
Have a sweet day I Awe , Tootle."
"I have wonderful children. I
have the best children in the
world. Your (kids) may be almost
as good, but mine are the best,"
she said.
The younger ones attended day
care while the elders did the normal stuff; they rode their bikes or
took the bus to school, and were
afternoon latch-key kids, said
Harry Holstrom, 19, now a student
at San Diego State Uiiiversity.
"When she was .t stinIcnt, it was

l’11,11) HN’
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Rushing
the
61 -year-old
woman from behind, the attacker clamps bear-like arms around
her, all the while shouting
obscenities at her. She bends her
knees in a more defensive stance
and bellows, "No!" in a voice
twice her size. She strikes hack at
him first with a hammer fist to
the groin then with a sharp
elbow to the chest that forces
him to let go. She quickly turns
to face him and lands two pointblank, full -force extended kicks
to the groin. As the attacker
yells, stumbles backwards and
releases her, she runs to safety.
Seeming surprised by her OWII
success and effectiveness in
warding off the assailant, Ruth
McKowan turns to her daughterin-law, Melissa McKowan, and
beams. Terry Dunphy, the
attacker who is dressed in fully
padded, protective gear removes
his super-helmet and through
rivulets of perspiration smiles
broadly at Ruth and the other
graduating students in attendance.
Melissa, a 36-year-old graduating SJSU communication studies
student, Ruth and the other students have just completed an
introductory course in simulated-assault self-defense training
taught by FullPower in Santa
Cruz.
Dunphy, trainer Carol Mikol
and assistant trainer Claire
Calcagno, who teaches in the
Communication
Studies
Department at SJSU, pause to
explains how women can learn
enough fighting strategies even
in this introductory four-hour
training course to defend themselves in most physically confrontational situations. By working v,ith a fully padded
instructor for the attack, students quickly learn exactly how
hard they must hit or kick to
make the appropriate impact on
an assailant and give themselves
enough time to escape.
Calcagno said students also
learn the importance of recognizing what type of danger they
are in before striking out in
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Geography lecturer, Marsha Holstrom, opens her Mother’s Day card from her 10 -year-old daughter,
Amelia (right), while she talks on the telephone to one of her sons, Harry. Harry, a freshman at the
University of California at San Diego, called her to wish her a "happy Mother’s Day!"
like ishe stunt) to work," Harry family just could not make a big
said.
meal every night.
"Some moms work and some
These children hold a very spettitmis gii to school. (Mom at cial place in her heart and she
school) has always been the norm made a point of making sure that
(lin us):
they knew that very important fact.
Ii 1st, iii said that her children
the dinner table was not the
liii C dill supportive by doing only opportunity for family getchores, lionise cleaning and meal togethers and she has made the
preparation.
most out of her time spent with
"I got a lot less particular about her family.
Weekend outings at Ano Nuevo,
my housekeeping and meals," she
said.
Monterey, Yosemite or camping
The children rotated cooking excursions are big with the
the duty at home. So when she saw Holstrom clan, she said.
macaroiii arid cheese pan and an
After all is said and done.
applcsaiii jar on the table, she Holstrom seems to have it all: She
enthusiastu ally said "Oh! This is most proud of her children and
looks great. lin so glad you did loves her flexible teaching and
this," and it was just fine for din- geography career.
ner.
Holstrom imparted her wisdom
To maintain a sense of sanity in and advice for today’s moms.
"Lower housekeeping expectaher home, she knew the importance of making allowances and tions considerably because, I’d
comprises, she said.
rather have cobwebs in my corner
There was more Kentucky Fried than in my mind.
r !tic ken, she said, because her
"No matter what you do for
Marsha Holstrom
yourself on a selfish basis, what’s
SJSU lecturerer
_
_
going to last is what you do with
your kids and that’s what is going
to be really important as you get
older.
"Don’t spend time on things
that make you angry.... It’s a waste
of time. ... (For example) don’t
i
i.’liii 1,111111I 1g
wrestle with a pig. You both get other everyday and say
I
.,1111%1
don’t
dirty and the pig likes it."
know how we did it. We are so
Sponsoreod21)A9P4E5P Center
Holstrom proves having a lucky,’" she said,
career, marriage and family can be
"Morn, I’m so very proud of you.
Adm. Bldg. 222A
done.
Happy Mother’s Day, Harry said.
\11,11,.,1%.1tv-th-Ilm kit
"My husband and I look at each
Pi Zia
(1 ..1
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I got a lot less
particular about
my housekeeping
and meals
...Lower
housekeeping
expectations
considerably
because, I’d
rather have
cobwebs in my
corner than in my
mind.
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defense. 11 an attacker wants to
take something away from you
and you resist, your chances of
injury go up," she said. "But in
someone
where
instances
attacks you and you resist.
chances of injury actually go
down."
These experts agree that selfdefense training for women of
all ages is in the same genre as
cardio-pultiumary resuscitation
learning how to respond
appropriately in an emergency
situation. Only then can women
control a situation rather than
the situation controlling them.
Although Melissa had always
thought she could fight hack
and defend herself, she had
never really had the experience
of testing that belief. Taking this
course gave her the experience
and totifidence she needed.
"Defending yourself against a
200-pound man who is exerting
his full strength... knowing you
can do that is really empowering," she said.
Ruth, however, thought she
would freeze if attacked, and
feel defenseless. That vulnerability worried Melissa and prompted her to invite Ruth to take the
course with her. "She really
needed to empower herself,"
Melissa said. "She would say
things like, ’Oh. I could never
do that. 1 could never fight
back.’" But Ruth was pleasantly
surprised after taking the course
to find that she does have the
ability to protect herself.
"I have power I never thought
1 had." Ruth said. "If you get
angry enough, you can do it. I
never felt that strength before."
Melissa also got a lot more
than she expected from the FullPower course. "I went there
expecting macho kick-ass selfdefense," she said. "What I
found instead was a sensitive,
intuitive experience that gave
me the emotional power to use
(my) full physical power." But
what Melissa found most impressive and rewarding was Ruth’s
response.
"I saw my shy, quiet mother-inlaw become an aggressor. I saw
her fight her way out."
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Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care’
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Available to all College Students:
If you’re a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.3
Plus 2 -Year Free -Ride Toyota Auto Care which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance.
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required.?
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Air Force
sergeant guilty
of DNA refusal

lutoN Si ozit SPAR.’ AN
DAII.1
Above: Despite a sweltering afternoon sun, Mr. T
Experience was able to supply energy to their music and to
the crowd that packed into the amphitheater to listen.

HAVING A
MR.!
EXPER IENCE

State cites
Agnews for
death of man

Right: Lead
singer and guitarist Dr. Frank
(left), and bass
player Joel
(right)of the Mr. T
Experience provided an hour of
raw punk music.

(AP) The state has cited Ag 11 CIA’S
Developmental Center 14 times in the
last 18 months for various health violations, including negligence in the death
of a mentally disabled man in April.
Stephen Hopkins, 23, died after he
suffered a series of seizures. Hopkins
apparently was so constipated that the

treatment triggered the seizures. The
cause of death has not yet been determined.
The other violations included a
patient, who had previously bit off the
ear of another patient, bit two people
but was not transferred to a safer setting; a ,4)man in a wheelchair who fell

down a flight of st,iirs afttr lic was lef
unattended; and a woman with an IQ of
24, who was left tied in restraints for
1/2 hours, was found to have dried
blood on her lips and a swollen toe.
The state Department of Health said
trw st_igatiiig why tint the incidents
Xilin t
ern a
ire a
vp

SCOTT AIR FORCE BASE, Ill. (AP) An Air Force
sergeant was demoted and sentenced to 14 days of hard
labor Friday for refusing to give a blood and saliva sample
for a DNA registry designed to help identify servicemen’s
remains.
Tech. Sgt. Warren Sinclair, 33, of Hampton, Va., became
the third serviceman this year to be convicted at a courtmartial of disobeying an order to provide such samples.
Sinclair had claimed that the requirement violated his
Fourth funendment protection against unreasonable
search and seizure. He also declared: it is our God-given
right to maintain possession of our genes."
He contended that the Pentagon did not have adequate
safeguards to prevent the DNA from being used for other
purposes than the identification of remains. Prosecutors
disputed that.
Some experts have warned that genetic information that
can indicate whether someone is susceptible to certain diseases could be used to deny people insurance or employment.
Sinclair was demoted two ranks and sentenced to hard
labor without confinement by the military judge who found
him guilty. He could have received a bad-conduct discharge, six months’ confinement at hard labor, and forfeiture of two-thirds of his pay. He said he would appeal.
"I’m kind of indifferent to the sentence right now," he
said. "I feel like we basically have irreconcilable differences
and I’m trying to resolve it through some kind of administrative discharge."
In closing arguments, prosecutors warned Sinclair was a
threat to military discipline.
"The military ordered B-17s to make daylight bombing
raids over Germany during World War II with a 70 percent
casualty rate, but this accused won’t provide a blood sample," said Capt. Joe Pinjuh, a prosecutor.
Defense attorney Eric Seitz likened the 14year veteran to
a conscientious objector. "There are certain orders that are
illegal. There are certain rights that people can uphold,"
Seitz said.
The Pentagon began ordering genetic samples in 1993.
It now has more than 1 million samples.
Sinclair testified that "not in my wildest dreams" did he
expect to have to give a DNA sample when he enlisted in
1982.
Dr. Paul Billings of Stanford University’s medical school
testified that the program could not guarantee a serviceman’s DNA would not be used for other purposes. But he
acknowledged under cross-examination that he knew of no
instances of misuse by the Pentagon.
Last month in Hawaii, two Marines were convicted at
Kaneohe Marine Base of refusing to give blood for the
DNA registry. Cpl. John C. Mayfield III of Dallas and Cpl.
Joseph Vlacovsky of Canton, Ohio, got letters of reprimand
and were ordered restricted to the base for seven days.
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Chapel Hill fraternity house bums hours before graduation
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP)
An early morning fraternity house
fire killed five people Sunday,
bringing tragedy to the University
of North Carolina campus just
hours before annual Mother’s Day
graduation ceremonies.
The cause of the blaze that gutted the interior of the Phi Gamma
Delta house was not expected to
be known for three or four days,
said Fire Department spokeswoman Jan Cousins.
The identities of the dead were
not released.
Ben Eubanks, 21, a junior and
former president of the fraternity,
was hospitalized in serious condition. Adam Jones, a 21 -year-old

junior and a member of the fraternity, was in good condition; and
Anne Glenn, 21, not enrolled in
thr university, was listed in critical
condition.
Hospital officials would not disclose the nature of their injuries.
After the fire was doused, a
search of the charred ruins for any
additional victims went slowly
because of extensive damage and
fears part of the three-story brick
building might collapse.
By early evening, crews were
working to shore up the first and
second floors of the 80-year-old
building, which had collapsed into
the basement. Crews finished
searching the room and called off

the effort for the night.
The building did not have a
sprinkler system, but one of the
injured said he was awakened by a
fire alarm. Fire Chief Dan Jones
would not say when the house was
last inspected for fire safety.
At graduation ceremonies,
chancellor Michael Hooker briefly
mentioned the fire, offering
prayers for those who were
injured. He did not mention the
deaths. Most of the 30,000 in
attendance were unaware how bad
the fire was.
Tim Reid, president of neighboring Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity,
saw a blaze out of control when he
woke up.

"We went to the third floor window and looked out and flames
were leaping over the top of the
building," said Reid, 22, of
Southern Pines. ’We could see the
smoke coming out and the flames
coming out of the window. I knew
it had to be bad. 1 was just hoping
nobody was inside."
A party at the Phi Gamma Delta
house Saturday night was still
going strong when he went to bed
about I am. Sunday. Reid said.
The Phi Gamma Delta chapter
was placed on indefinite suspension in November by its national
office after chapter members sent
prospective recruits a letter advertising strippers and saying their

parties were so loaded with drunken sorority women that opportunities for sex were assured.
Hooker went to the fire scene
following graduation ceremonies.
"We are profoundly saddened
by the tragic fire this morning,"
Hooker said. "This is a loss being
felt deeply by the entire commwittY.
Firefighters found the building
in flames when they reached the
scene after it was reported shortly
after 6 a.m., Jones said. The cause
of the blare wasn’t immediately
known.
A university counseling center
was open to friends and family of
fire victims, the school said.
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We are
profoundly saddened
by the tragic fire this
morning
Michael Hooker
chancellor
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Lesbian magazine struggles to stay in business
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Last year life threw
many curveballs at Deneuve magazine. The cost of
paper went up, the reliability of distributors went
down and the French actress, the other Deneuve,
sued for trademark infringement.
So the popular 5-year-old lesbian publication
realigned itself and came up with a new name
Curve.
Now, with the help of lesbian celebrities and a dedicated community of readers, Curve is fighting to stay
afloat. Organizers of a benefit next Sunday called
"Alive and Kicking" hope to raise at least $50,000, in
part from auctioning off autographed memorabilia
donated by k.d. lang and Melissa Etheridge and dates
with comedian Lea Delaria and actor Scott
Thompson.
"We get phone calls and letters every day from people thanking us," said Publisher Frances Stevens. "A
lot of our readers don’t live here. For them, we are
their only connection. They don’t know another gay
woman."
Stevens said the magazine’s financial problems
were "led by the lawsuit filed by Deneuve a year ago
in Paris and Los Angeles courts and later settled out

of court.
The lawsuit contended that the name of the magazine, which also runs a catalog business, conflicted
with the actress’ right to market her name and image.
Stevens has always said that the magazine was
named after her first love, a woman whose full name
she will not disclose. She never intended the magazine as a namesake for the famous actress.
Speaking about the lawsuit requires, as the French
say, -delicatesse." Both sides have said what they think
of it in the past but neither one can say anything now.
The gag order is part of the settlement.
"I’ll make sure you have my name spelled right.
Then I’ll say no comment," said David Wrobel, the
actress’ New York attorney.
Curve’s Los Angeles lawyer, Mercedes Cruz, similarly declined to comment.
To Anita Lofton, a disc jockey helping with the benefit, the lawsuit by Deneuve, who has a sizable following in the gay community, had more to do with
homophobia than trademark infringement
"If it had been Deneuve the boating magazine, she
wouldn’t have minded," she said.
Wrobel in the past has said the lawsuit had no anti-

Average gasoline price up 1.62
cents at pumps nationwide
LOS ANGELES (AP) While
prices at the nation’s gas pumps
rose an average of 1.62 cents a gallon in the past two weeks, the rate
of recent increases appears to be
slowing down, an oil industry analyst said.
The average price, including
taxes, of gasoline for all grades was
137.96 cents per gallon as of
Friday, according to the Lundberg
Survey of 10,000 gasoline stations
nationwide. That compares to the
average 136.34 cents on April 26.
The rate of increase equals the
rate in February and is less than
half the rates reported in March
and April, said Trilby Lundberg,
the survey’s publisher.
"This is losing steam and it’s
ending," Lundberg said Sunday.
"Crude oil prices are down, and
available gasoline supplies are up."
Motorists have seen sharp price
increases in recent weeks. But the

most recent jump is lower than
that reported during the two-week
period between April 12 and April
26, when the average national
price rose 5 cents.
In California, prices went up 8
cents during that period, compared to less than 3 cents in the
most recent survey.
Industry officials have blamed
the sharper California increases on
factors like the introduction of
cleaner-burning, more expensive
gasoline required by state regulations. West Coast refineries also
have reported slowdowns due to
repairs and renovations.
in nearly one-third of the cities
surveyed, prices on average were
down or unchanged during the
past two weeks, she said.
Nationwide at self-serve pumps
where more than 95 percent of
perall gas is sold the average
gallon price was 131.69 cents for
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Be a part of the Adventure!’
The Summer Bridge Program
has extended its search for a
qualified Resident Coordinator
& Advisors. Apply today at
Wahlquist Central, Rm. 208.
or call 924-2575

regular unleaded, 141.18 for midgrade and 149.59 for premium.
At full-service pumps, the average per-gallon price was 161.14 for
regular unleaded, 169.82 for midgrade and 176.72 for premium
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participating in a unique research
study for chronic asthma unlike any
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Allergy & Asthma
Associates or Santa Clara Valley
Research Center
4155 Moorpark Ave, Ste. 6, San Jose
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gay intentions.
What can be said is that Deneuve voluntarily
changed its name to Curve and wants to carry on its
tradition of printing bold stories covering lesbian
issues and figures.
"Curve is not straight," said Stevens. "I think the
new name is great. It’s hot and sexy."
Stevens, 28, came up with the idea for a lesbian
magazine in her early 20s when she was a student at
San Francisco State University. She planned to
become a veterinarian, until she discovered she was
allergic to practically every kind of animal.
She began noticing that bookstores and newsstands
had few lesbian publications to offer. So she spent
most of a year in the library reading books on publishing.
In 1990 Stevens posted a handwritten notice in A
Different Light bookstore. Within a month she’d gotten calls from more than 300 people who were interested in starting a lesbian magazine. More than 100
showed up for a subsequent meeting.
"I think the magazine chose me," she said. "I didn’t
choose it. Women came up and said, ’I’m a designer’
or ’I’m an editor.’ People found me."
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Stevens, "a little kid with a business plan," was 22
when she started the magazine. She had three credit
cards, applied for on the same day, and $70,000
most of it from working three jobs and none of it
from outside investors.
Production space was the living room of her Castro
District apartment, which she shared with Anabelle, a
potbellied pig and the one animal she was not allergic
to.
As circulation grew, she moved the magazine to a
South of Market office and eventually to its current,
professional -looking office at the foot of Haight
Street.
The magazine now has a staff of nine full- and parttimers, 14,000 subscribers and a circulation of 60,000.
Published bimonthly, it is sold for $3.95 around the
country.
Its importance lies in giving a voice and identity to
lesbians, many of whom are isolated, said Lofton. Not
everyone can live in San Francisco with its many
resources for the gay community, she said.
Over the years,- the magazine has gone from looking like a low-budget literary magazine to a full-scale
glossy publication.

Dr. Lynn Parrish, optometrist
Dr. Somi Oh
Dr. Burton E. Worrell
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Young Adults
get 111,-,,iving
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get

Surprise your folks.

NEW Month 2 Month T-shirt & get $20 for partu ipation!

Help Defy the Spread of AIDS!
Become an HIV Peer Educator
and help other Queer Youth

When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don’t let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive
with Vivarin-. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine a: about two cups of coffee.
And it’s just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you’re up for it.

Next training:
Saturday, May IS, 2-7 pm Dinner Provided
May 19, 3-8 pm Dinner Provided
tiARIS, IMO The Alameda, Suite I00, San Jose
to, Atli mar thc Towne ’theater, next to Kink of fourth II
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...wry
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At his office in the
County
Government
Building, Honda
spends his spare
moments returning phone calls.
Honda keeps
long hours and is
never far from
coffee. He grinds
his own coffee
beans and makes
coffee before
meeting with
staff

er_d,
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Honda on
the road
to State
Assembly
Honda

.111

From page I

. mit

said Zoraida Rivas, executive director for
Community Alliance for Upgrading Student Access
and Achievement (CAUSA), a Gilroy organization,
its mission is educating at-risk and low income students. "Even though we’re a small, little agency,
every time I need Mike Honda, all I have to do is
call. He’s a solid man," she said.
Winning the 23rd district primary election was
the fruition of seeds planted long ago with parents
involved in education. Education will be his administration’s first priority, Honda said. A former science teacher and elementary school principal,
Honda served nine years as a San Jose Unified
School District Trustee before his election to Santa
Clara County Board of Supervisors in 1990.
"Student tuition shouldn’t be going up," Honda
said. "It denies young people an education."
Although Honda was a teacher for a long time,
he’s not apprehensive about being a politician.
"Everyone is a politician," Honda said. "Even little
children are politicians inside their own families.
Politics and being involved as a citizen is everybody’s business. The word ’idiot’ is from the Greek
for not being a citizen."
Honda said he would like to see the mystery
removed from the polite al realm. "It’s just networking and meeting people," Honda said. "And hard
work."
"Mike keeps long days. He’s up at 7:30 a.m, for a
meeting and he can go until midnight with sonic
1,111.inint dinner," said Cathy Hyde, one of the
mAcii qaff numbers Honda keeps constantly on the
go.

Honda casts his vote on an amendment in an April meeting of tlie Association
of Pay Area Governments. The meeting was brief "That’s the way l like them,"
Honda joked. Honda listened to general assembly disc ussioli while signing per-

-T

Honda
shares a
laugh with
Judy
Richard.
SJSU marketing director for the
education
center, who
ran into
Honda in the
County
Building.

sonal iiicages to formll letters with a frontain pen. While at the gathering, people confiriiIIv .ongratulated him on his nomination to the Democratic Assembly
ticket

Honda practically lives out of his jeep Cherokee
during the day. "The district’s so big that I don’t
have time to go home during the day, he said of his
Santa Clara County responsibilities.
Soon, however, things will change. The 23rd
assembly district is much smaller than Honda’s current county, district one. Honda will no longer
spend his time driving from one end of the county
to another. Instead, he will spend much of his time
in Siaramento. The main issues of concern will be
different as well. "District one is concerned with
making one billion instead of two billion on development projects. The 23rd is about basic issues like
transportation and housing," Hyde said.

II 4.,
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r

#

Honda leans
in to kiss his
wife Jeanne
after he
received a
surprise
award during
an evening

dyei 1,,
award 1N:1‘.
tor recongnia
inn his SOr
vice to

Upe,
Accey.
AchiRvoinent
.
1101
Oil.

During the Asian bone marrow donor drive in
the County Building, Jackie Pi-Thind, 4, tries
to tell Honda how old he’s going to be on his
next birthday while Jackie’s father, Jasmer

A

Singh listens. Jackie has acute lymphocyte
leukemia. Honda was on hand to speak and
to regester as a possible bone marrow donor.

San Jose State University
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SJSU roommates help each other overcome knee injuries
EDDIE
ZACAPA
From Left
Field
Winning races was something that
became as normal as brushing my teeth
for a while as I attended West Valley
College. I was given the baton for the
4x400 relay with the team behind by a
couple of feet and I would find a way to
make a race out of it. I was undefeated in
the 80(hn race all season, I could run a
4:23 mile, I, you could say had finally
found something that I was good at, something to be proud of.
I had seen my mother’s tears roll down
her cheeks as I won tny first race ever a
year before that in high school. It was the
first time my mother had ever seen her
son win anything. That day and that proud
look on my mom’s face, I would have to
say was one of the best days of my life.
Track would from then on became my life
as scholarship offers were just around the

or tier as long as I performed to my capability%
But my dreams of track would come to
a quIt k elld due to an injury.
I would pull my muscle in my groin and
not follow the doctor’s advice of calling it
a season. I would tape up my leg until my
leg looked like a part of a zombie for the
NorCal Finals meet, the meet that would
take me to the state meet ill finished in
the top four.
But instead of coming from behnid mid
fit ding a way to win I finished in dead last
and ended up with a stress fracture that
left me thinking, "Hey journalism isn’t so
bad after all."
I would attempt a comeback but only
pull my a muscle in my other leg as I over
did it on the weights and workouts of my
rehabilitation. That was the end of my
track career, I would concentrate on my
studies.
But four SJSU athletes who are close
friends and roommates might have had it
tougher and stranger than I, as they all
suffered all their knee injuries on their
same leg.
How much more jinxed can you get?
"We all took care of each other," said
SJSU soccer player Danny Ortega. it all

When I injured it I
immediately knew and I
freaked. I knew I was done.
Adam Billington
SJSU Soccer player

kind of bummed us all out we became
a family."
So, when SJSU offensive lineman Chris
Hill blew his left knee at the beginning of
the fall season he knew it would a tough
road to get back on the field, especially
because he had seen his three other buddies go down for the count.
"It helped a lot that we had all gone
through this before," Hill said. *They
made me elevate my leg all the time. They
taught me things they learned from their
injuries."
Hill was named team captain the day
after his injury and his teammates and

roommates suppol t helped him stay motitater! to (lane back ha the sec ond half of
the season. "It gave Ille something to look
forward to," said Hill who hurt his
sprained medial collateral lig:U.11cm on his
knee on the last play of practic e.
Could it get any worse than missing
eight weeks of your last season ... well?
"Telling my parents that I got injured
was the worst," the 6-foot -2 -inch, 258
pound offensive lineman said, "and not
being able to play iti the University of
Southern Califonna game was bad."
Adam Billington injured his left knee in
the fall of the ’94 soccer season and defensive end Gregg Phillips sprained his MCI.
in the Utah State game and missed a week
and a couple of practices.
"When I injured it I immediately knew
and I freaked," said Billington, this year’s
team captain. "I knew I was done."
And he was for the 344 season.
Teammate and roommate Danny
Ortega coulcirelate to Billington’s sudden
reaction. "I cried," said Ortega who
injured his knee after eight games. "it was
my senior year my last season!" Ortega
would miss out on the rest of the season.
Ok, obviously injuries rui be unfortunate, but how do you oven r rine them?

),JII 11111 IMAC to relax and do what they

hillington said. its going to take
lane brit you will come back. \in’ just have
to admit you’re messed up right now. You
have to deal with it and can’t give up or
else it’s over"
So what should I do if I want to make a
omebac lc? Should I get a bunch of roommates who have gone through the same
thing?
Heck, these guys even had surgery on
the same day and at the Sallie hospital.
"Me and Adam had surgery on the same
day," Danny said. "Ile went in the morning and walked in and encouraged me
byline I went to surgery myself."
Billington had to remove scar tissue that
appeared on his ACI. and Ortega had
surgery on his ACI as well.
"It’s funny," said Billington of the four
roommates all having injured the same
luiee. "We joke about it all the time."
Well, maybe I’ll IllEiVe ill with these guys
and make my comeback, too. Do they
have ails advice?
"Don’t get discouraged and give up
beranse you can overcome the odds,"
Phillips said.
ii ,t11

Soldout Spartan Stadium Red Wings near elimination
watches LA smash Clash
(AP) Gregg Vanney. playing in the minor leagues the
day before, scored in the 62nd
minute Sunday to lift the
unbeaten Los Angeles Galaxy
to a 2-1 victory over the San Jose
Clash.
The Galaxy, the only undefeated team in Major League
Soccer, raised their record to 50 before a sellout crowd of
31,728. San Jose dropped to 34.
Vanney replaced the injured
Arash Noamouz on the Los
Angeles roster. He scored the
winning goal Saturday night for

Sacramento of the USISL.
"It’s like a dream," said
Vanney, who wore a teammate’s
jersey because the team had not
packed his.
San Jose’s Paul Bravo, on a
pass front Jorge Rodas, scored
easily on a 12-footer in the 75th
minute to make it 1-1.
But, seven minutes later,
Vanney faked his way around
two defenders and rolled the
ball into the left side of the net
past Clash goalkeeper Toni
Liner.
"We had them outnumbered
on the outside, and I tried to

split two tit their guys," Vanney
said. "I cortIrlit’t, but I was able
to get around one of them so I
had just enough of an angle for
a shoi"
The Galaxy took a 1-0 lead in
the eighth minute when
Eduardo Hurtado’s shot from
25 feet went through Liner’s
leg.s.
Liner atoned for his mistake
later in the half by making an
outstanding save in a one-onone showdown with Harut
Karape man .

(AP)
1 he best
DEI ROI
team in hockey during the regular
season is one game away from
elimination in the Stanley Cup
playoffs.
"If you’re going to win the
Stanley Cup, you need to face situations like this," Detroit captain
Steve Yzerman said Sunday after a
3-2 loss to St. Louis put the Red
Wings in serious trouble in their
Western Conference semifinal
series.
One more loss to the Blues, who
lead the best-of-7 series 3-2, and
Detroit will stunningly be out of
the playoffs in the second round
after a record 62-win season.
That hasn’t entered Yzerman’s
mind.
"We expect to be back here and
win Game 7," he said. "This is a
test of character. Two years ago the
New York Rangers had to go to
New jersey down 3-2 and they
came. back and won. That’, the

same snuauon were facing.’
It wasn’t
because the Red Wings
,
weren t trying Sunday-. I hey were
shooting from any .111gle available
39 shots in alt I he Blues,
meanwhile, waited patiently and
shot from inside and beat Detroit
goahender Chris Osgood With
hanre
shots he had situ ills
On.
Brett Hull and Way lie Greukv
both scored from the edge of the
crease and a slap shot lw Not
l’raychtik bounced in off the skate
of Yuri Klimyley, who was standing
on the edge of the left circle.
Those goals, coupled with 37
saves by Jon Casey, sent the Blues
home in command of the Series
with Game 6 set for Tuesday.
A victory by St. Louis at home,
where the Blues are 5-0 in the playoffs, would put them in the conference finals against the winner of
the (I.rradii-Chicago series. The
Red \\ mg,. who have not been

swept sin,
,,-cv did it iii last
forc c a Giune
year’s final,.
Thursday in Detroit.
"No one gave us a chance of
being in this spot." Hull said.
"Even we weren t thinking about
this last week. We were just thinking of trying to win Game S. But
winning that game gave its a boost
going into Game and that gave
as a boost going into tonight.
"But the fourth one is always the
hardest, especially.tgainst the best
learn iii IlOCkey."

’The problem is, the Red Wing,
hat’Cli.t played like the best team
in hockey the past few games
especially their top three score’s.
Serge’ Fedoroy hasn’t scored since
scoring the game -winner in Ganic
1; Yzerman, who had a hat trick in
the Game 3 loss, has no points the
past two games; and Paul Coffey
has no points the past two games.

G. E. classes
monY cos! an
A. R. M . anofa L. E G
Get your Math, Science, English a History requirements taken care of at San Jose
City College. We’ve got the classes you need, and you’ll actually be able to get into them.
Call for your Summer Schedule. But hurry. Classes start June 17.1MM
7/ere lo //c//) I or/ /Pc/he /1.

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
LIST OF
COURSES:
PARTIAL

Accounting
Administration of Justice
Art
Astronomy
Athletics & Physical Ed

Biology
Chemistry
Child t Family Studies
Computer Information
Systems

Construction Technology
Dental Assisting
Disabled Students
Program
Economics

Electronics &Computer
Technology
English
English as a Second
Language

English Learning Shills
Health Science
History
Humanities
Machine Technology

,ent
Philos3phy
Physics
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Golf
The SJSU women’s
golf team finished
second overall in the
NCAA West Regional
Tournament this week
end, finishing five
strokes behind the
University of Arizona
see story on page
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Piloi() Hs PAUL NINT
Arron Oberholser. an SJSU student golfer, looks to see where his ball landed at Fort Ord during a tournament.

Soccer
The Clash lost to the
undefeated Los
Angeles Galaxy, 2-1,
Sunday in a soldout
Spartan Stadium.
See story on porie

By Jennifer Johnson

Jar May 13-25

Woman’s Golf
The final step for the
top ranked SJSU team is
the NCAA
Championship on May
22-25 in La Quinta,
California.
Men’s Golf
SJSU’s next tournament is the NCAA
West Regionals, May
16& 17, at Stanford.

Football
SJSU will start its season in August as it
takes on Air Force in
their first game in the
WAC.

DAILY
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To putt or to talk: Oberholser
contemplates life after SJSU
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Schedule

LY

Golf team
takes 2nd

Briefs
irbrn .% fay 10 and II.

SPA HAAN I3A

The idea of playing professional golf is
on the mind or SIS1 -’s top male Golfer
Arran Oberholsci. hut %. hat he would really
like to be is a talk slit in host; for sports
radio, no less, with his wit show on sports.
if professional golf never pans out, it’s
not going to be the end of my life," the
Spartan junior said.
He said his favorite thing to do while not
playing golf is to listen to kNBR 680 and as
a radio show host he would play the course.
"I’m pi ills toll rtnindtii, I’d love to talk
about :LID ’.poi ." he SAUL
Oberholser has six collegiate tournament
wins under his belt, heading into the NCAA
West Regionals and holds the record for the
most individual wins by a Spartan in this
decade.
Last fall’s wins include the Fresno Lexus
Classic, the Nike Northwest Classic in
Oregon and a tie for first at Robertson
Homes Invitational. In the spring he
brought home the title from the Pacific
Coast Intercollegiate Tournament in Santa
Barbara and the Big West Championships.
He said his best and favorite round this
season was the 64 he shot at Pass Tiempo to

win the Western Intercollegiate Tournament in Santa Cruz. Adding a 67 from his
first round and a 75 from his second left
him a score of 206 and gave him the first
place title. Oberholser said it was special
because it was the home tournament and
Pasa Tiempo is one of his two favorite
COUfSCS.

Next year SJSU athletics will be moving
out of the Big West Conference and into
the
Western
Athletic
Conference.
Oberholser said that means stiffer competition, but he’s up to it.
I like challenges," he said.
Golfers tend to miss a lot of classes, more
than any other college sport at an average
of eight to nine days per semester, because
the tournaments are usually held during
the week.
But keeping up with class assignments
and tests scores doesn’t seem to be a problem for Oberholser, who currently has a 3.0
(.PA.
Oberholser began playing golf when he
was 8 years old and didn’t take professional
instruction until he was 16 years old. He
said his interest for the game came from his
dad and grandparents.
Lettering three years in golf at San Mateo

High School, Oberholser won the league
and regional champion title as a senior.
Oberholser improved his game by 2.38
strokes per round between his sophomore
and junior seasons as a Spartan.
I drive the ball well," he said. "but my
chipping could use a little help."
Oberholser said he is modest but everyone around him is very proud of what he
has accomplished.
He is No. 2 in the nation in scoring average, close behind a national celebrity from
Stanford.
"Tiger Woods beat me for the scoring
title, but he didn’t beat me by much,
Oberholser said. Woods had a better stroke
average which put him in the lead, but
Oberholser has won more tournaments. He
said they have a friendly rivalry going on
and the two of them are right next door to
each other on this side of the country.
The two will get another chance to compete against each other during the NCAA
West Regionals, which begin on May 16 at
Stanford.
"The east coast gets so much press for
golf, but the best players are on the west
coast," he said. "I think that has something
to say about the west coast."

The SJSU women ’s golf team
slowly moved tip the leader board
this weekend during the NCAA
West Regional Championships,
eventually finishing in second
place and easily earning a trip to
the NCAA Championships.
Entering the final day of competition tied with rival University
of California, Los Angeles, the
Spartan squad posted the second
best team score of the day to pull
within five strokes of University of
Arizona, narrowly edging out
University of Tulsa and UCLA by
one stroke.
Janice Moodie shot a round low
one over par 73, to tie her for
third place with Arizona State
University’s Kellee Booth at 220.
University of Arizona’s Maria
Baena led all competitors in the
tournament from the beginning
by shooting a phenomenal seven
under 65 in the first round, going
on to win individual honors with a
215 three-day total.
The Spartans had won the
regional tournament the previous
two years only to slightly miss the
cherished NCAA crown. Coach
Mark Gale is not too concerned
with his team’s second place finish.
"We have a solid five player
team. No one could blow us out of
the water," Gale said. "It has been
a bad omen to win. The last two
times we won, we finished third
and second (at the NCAA’s)."
"I think there are seven teams
in the west and two or three teams
at most in the east that can win.
This is going to be the most competitive NCAA in the last few
years."
SJSU hati two other players who
finished in the top 20. Vibeke
Stensrud, who entered the competition co-ranked number one in
the nation with teammate Janice
Moodie, finished the tournament
tied for 11th at 227. Cecilia
Afzelius-Alm’s 229 tied her for
16th overall.
The top ten teams from the 20team field will advance to the
NCAA’.. as well as the top three
playci I iii the teams that did
not ill i,tlif.
The NCAA Tournament will be
held from May 22-25 at the Dunes
Course of the La Quinta Golf
Course in La Quinta, California.
NCAA QUALIFIERS
288-31 3-299-9(/0
1. Arizona
292-312-301-905
2. SJSU
296-302-308-906
3. Tulsa
301-303-302-906
UCLA
5. Arizona State 291-305-313-909
300-315-311-926
6. Texas
297-312-321-930
7. Stanford
502-320-314-936
8. New Mexico
314325-314-953
9.Texas Tech
10. New Mexico State
320-320-320-960
SJSU INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
St. Moodie
11. Stensrud
16. Afzeli us-Alm
22. Juul
29. Stratum’

72-75-73-220
73-80-74-227
73-79-77-229
74-8477-231
76-78-80-234
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Classified
The SPARTAN OMIT
SKILLS INSTRUCTOR Teach
makes no claim lor products or independent Living S. is to
services advertised below nor la Developmentally Disabled Adults
then NIT guseantee tripled. The in the community. Must have the
classified columns of the Spartan desire to impart knowledge and
Deily con** of is. adventaing develop working relationships.
end offsitraps we not approved or Spanish speaking preferred. Car
warned by the nevmpaper.
with insurance helpful. V7.21/hr
to start, with benefits at full time.
2030/hrs per wk. Cal 2464484.

EMPLOYMENT

DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED.
THE SPARTAN DAILY is axepong
applications for Fall ’96 semester.
HOURS: 7am 9am.
DAYS: Monday- Friday.
PAY: $10.00/day paid monthly
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on
campus & recycle old newspapers
into the campus recycling bins.
CA License 8, DMV printout is
required, if hired. Apply at the
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall,
Room. 203, now through May 12.

CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
remodeled Chevron stations. Two
locations. Several shifts open.
Pease call 2953964 a269-0337.
VALET PARKERS PIT, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have me. 1
year customer service experience,
& desire to serve people. Polite,
wail groomed, and professional
attitude only. 20 yrs-.. $5.50/hr.
+ tips. Call Mike, 415/546.1747.

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
Santa Clara based printing and
packaging co. seeks bnght energetic
CSR to join ou grararg team. Chants
include Sega. LucasArts. etc. BA/BS
in field related to printing industry,
related exp. highly proficient on PC
(Word, Excel) req. Salary commen
TEACHERS lUdsPark
surate with related course wak &
Teachers for 2-10 yr olds at lic. experience, plus ent benefits.Fax
play centers. Min. 6 ECE req’d. COA11 letter.resume: 408727-1345.
Flex hours. Day-Eve-Weekend.
KldsPark:
FUNLOVING, OUTGOING
Valley Fair- 985.2599
dependable person needed
Oalvidge Mall 281-8880
for photographing evening
Fremont- 510492-9997.
social events. No exp. nec.
$7.00+/hr. 1-800-872-7892.
PIZZA A GO GO hiring now for
summer. Drivers/Counter/Cook. POOL MANAGER:
Totally flexible hours. Really good June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $10.60 pay. Fun place tool See Tim at $13.00. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
117 E. San Carlos.
Recreation Dept., 354-8700x26.
BOX OFFICE cashlers/ticket
sellers: flexible hours, $5.50/hr.
for more info, call 408-924-6360
or pick up application at Event
Center Administration Office.

WAREHOUSE POSITION
SHERATON SAN JOSE
Golden State T’s. a leading
is now seeking candidates
sportswear distributor, seeks a
for the following posrtions:
Warehouse Team Player. Position
FRONT DESIt:
available immediately.
Guest Service Agent
Pull orders
Pax Operator
Stock inventory
Bell Person
Unload trucks
HOUSEKEEPING:
Assist will-call customers
Guest Room Attendant
Monday -Friday
House Person
$7.00 per hour
FAX Resume to 943-1707 or
Work for a company that truly
Apply in Person:
appreciates its staff. Apply in
1801 Barber Ln, Milpitas.
person between 8am & 5:30pm. Job Hotline 9430600. ext. 151.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Golden State T’s
2110 Zenker Road
San Jose, CA 95131
WANTED- BAND & ORCHESTRA
At the corner of Charcot and Instnrnent Salesperson. Looking for
Zenker nee back row of bullrings someone with retail experience,
knowledge of band & orchestra
PAID ROOMMATE: Live with instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call
developmentally disabled adult. The Starving Musician 554.9041.
Free rent in exchange for evening
assistance. Call Greater Opportu- TEACHERS/AIDES. Full time and
nities at 249-44E4.
part time positions avail. immed.
for two preschools in South San
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY Jose area. Teachers: Child Center
Looking for young energetic people. permit preferred & 12 units ECE
Servers (21 or older), bussers, required. Aides: units not req. Call
host. Flexible hours. Fun people. Growth & Opportunity 779-1943.
Apply ri person, 51 N. San Pedo, Si.
DAY CAMP STAFF NEEDED- Girl
Scout summer day camp in San
MAINTENANCE
Health Club in Los Gatos has Jose. Program focuses on cultural
openings on Tues. and Wed. sharing and the environment. Low
mornings. Shifts are eight hours ratios. supportive atmosphere
and begin at Sam. Send resume and a variety of camp activities.
Competitive Salary. For more info
or call 356-2136.
call 408.287-4170.
FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los
Gatos has openings for Fitness THE INFORMATION CENTER - in
Center, Front Desk & Childcare. the Student Union snow accepting
Wages & shifts vary depending applications for employment.
on department. Apply in person Positions will begin Aug. 12. 1996.
Please contact the Student Union
356-2136.
Director’s Office 9am to 5pm M-F,
SECRETARY, P/T, ftssible hows or call 924-6310.
Responsible. organized person for
small engineering office. Typing. TEACHERS & AIDS WANTED for
filing, light accounting, phones. Fantastic Fun in the Sun. FT & PT
bookkeeping. Computer skills positions for summer camp
helpful. Good grammar essential. and school year. Flexible hours.
$8/hour. Call Debbie at 1 block from SJSU. Call now!
408/257-9252. or FAX resume 279-0858. Horace Man School
Age Child Development Center.
asap to 408/257-9102.
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
wanted City of Si.- $9.52/hr,
30+hrs/wk. Anti-Graffiti Program.
Fax resume to 298-7020, or call
for more info. 277-3208.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS - Family
health club in Los Gatos is
seeking experienced swim
instructors for immediate
openings. WSI or YMCA inst.
certification, CPR, First Aid. &
Lifeguard Training certifications
are required. Apply in person.
Call 356-2136 for info.
SUMMER CAMP 101151 Staff
needed for Girt Scout resident camps
in Santa Cruz Mtns. and day camp
in San Jose: Counselors, Horseback
Riding Instructors. Maintenance.
Cooks, and Lifeguards. Call 408287-4170 for mom info.
’TUTORS NEEDED Pald intemehips
Part-time spring with possible full
time summer. C44159.492236.
HEAD UFEGUARD/
ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER:
June 24 -Aug. 16. Salary $9.00
per hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept., 354-8700 x 26.
Associated Stu ddddd Campus
Recreation LIFEGUARD WANTED
$10 per hour. 3 hours per week.
Call 924-6217.
SUMMER NANNY
Need responsible person to care
for 2 children, ages 2 1/2 & 41/2,
in our home for the summer. 6-8
hours a day. Must speak fluent
English. have car and references
8, experience. Call 408-298-7531.
Mrs. Wannamaker.
FULL/PART-TIME 10B. Customer
service representative needed for a
comm. on. in north San Jose. Good
phone skills. Flex hrs. $6+/hr. neg.
Call 800944-8899 for more info.
S115,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R2236 for details.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info call 1-206971-3550 ext C60415.
II EARN EXTRA CASH 11
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Unlv. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Coyobank
415-324.1900. M.F. 8-5pm

Phone: 924-3277
SWIM INSTAUCTORS/LFEGUARDS
vo,fed. A private club is looking
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The
primary responsibility of the
instructor is to teach group swim
lesson for ages 6 months & up. The
primary responsibilities of the lifeguard is the safety of all patrons
in the pool area and to uphold the
club rules. Previous experience is
preferred, however not required.
All employees must be certified
in First Aid, CPR, and Lifeguarding.
Instructors must be WSI certeed.
Salary is based upon experience,
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm
daily. Call 2445699.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Full time summer job, must like
working with people, be over 18
with good health and clean DMV.
4013971-7577.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in
telecommunications marketing.
Highly motivated people move
ahead quickly in this exciting
network marketing approach. Join
the fastest growing industry. If you
are serious about your future you
need to check this out! Call John
at 800.266-6245 ext. 33422.
TRAVEL THE EXOTIC ORIENT
for FREE! Teach English in Japan,
For interview FAX resume to
510-727-1139. Salary 830K.
http://www.trendjapan.com .
ARTS & CRAFTS FIRM needs
people. Varied duties, semi-fun
job. FT/PT. Also: could use a Mac
Tutor & someone familiar with silk
screening. Bob. 984-4020.
SMALL THRIFT STORE close to
SJSU needs general help. FT/PT
flextime. Good Job. Ed. 293-3763.
MARKETING ENVIRONMENTAL
We need 3 individuals willing to
work hard for above average
income. Part-time. Full-time.
408-988-1760.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
Borg-Warner Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends only
$7-59
Unarmed secunty officers
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
Military experience a plus
CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTUNE
1-800-3859419
or apply in person
591W. Hamilton@ Sal Tunas Exp.
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
COLLEGE STUDENT ’TO DO" UST
_Register for class _Roommate
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
books _FIND A JOB!!. _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
looking person I met at registration.
We can’t help you with every
thing but we may be able to help
you with a job.
Would you like a position that
odmitiment your class schedule?
Positions available througout San
Jose, Saba Dora, Frernart &Milpltas.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
Apply M-F 8am-5prn.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
correr Scott/San Tomas,
SUMMER JOBSI HIRING NOWI
6.8 P/T jobs earning $150 up to
$450/week. Jobs filled on first
come, first serve basis. Call
408.249-8446.

TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elem. school-age recreation prog..
P/T from 2-6pm. M-F during the
school year. turns into F/T (or P/1)
SECURITY - FT/PT -WILL TRAIN. during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal.
Swing, Grave. Call Walker Security Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Net
Services 2474827.
school year? Call for summer employment-lifeguards,camp leaders).
spechasb
DANCE/DRAMA/ART
needed for fine art day camp. Call
peror
apply
in
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS: Youth
370-1877 for info
son at Southwest YMCA, 13500 Sports Instructor, Lifeguards.
SUMMER
OPENINGS:
Lifeguards,
Quito Rd. Saratoga.
Swim Instructors, Camp Counsems,
TEACHER: Before II After School and Sports Camp Instructors.
Program, F/1. Paid medical. Accepting applications at the
dental & vacation. ECE or Rec. South Valley Family YMCA, 5632
units required. Resume to: Santa Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA.
Frederick Ferrer, @ Gardner
LOOKING FOR A 10B
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
Temporary Permanent
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
PartTime
RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS We are a small agency with big
Must be dependable & have own contacts! Come in today, bring
transportation. Enjoy flexible hours your resume & tell us about your
by working around your schedule. self. We want to get to know youl
Learn new skills. Benefits and AVAILABLE POSMONS:
*Administrative Assistant
advancement opportunities.
Clerical
Please call Washington Inventory
*Customer Service
Service at 408/294-8196.
Receptionist
*Accounting
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR:
*Tech Support
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $7.44Sales/Marketing
$9.04 /hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
We’re here to help you!
354-8700x26.
Dept.,
Recreation
Call Today
CAREER RESOURCES
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE
Personnel Service
Part-time, am/an shifts. flex hours.
869 El Camino Real
Mon-Frl Serving Downtown San
Menlo Park
Jose. Inner City Express. 22 West
Saint John. San Jose. Apply in (415) 328-6687 (415) 3284526
person- 7:30am.6pm.

TELEMARKETING
Sell Cu
nest newspapers.
Flexible ours. open 9am to 9prn
7days a week Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail. Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS,
Downtown
408.494-0200
Campbell
408-364-2700
Office positions also available.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES
Ad

Three
Days
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the OM day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold tor $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines. $110

70 mom

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Joss State University
San Jeep CA 95192-0149
1111llassified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
111 Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid II No rebinds on cancelled ads
II Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)624.3277

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for
DEM 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

**Lost & Found ads are offered free,

1

3 lines for 3 days. as

408-924-3277

Please check
one classification:

Five Add,ess
Days
$13 Cry &State
$14
More
$18

HEALM&BEAUTY

FOR NATIOMIL / AGENCY RATES C.All

Nark,

Rates: 3 -line minimum

Two
One
Day
Days
$7
$S
3 lines
$8
411n..
$8
$9
$1
SIN,..
$10
s Mee $11
additional line
each
$t for

1111OR

TUTOR AVAILABLE fur rep... ’
MEN & WOMEN
physics, chemistry, math and PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Computer vi, 1.,,e Call Steve Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
401-988-9192
or using chemicals. Let us perma
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
LOST & FOUND
receive 15% discount. First awl
LOST SEEING GLASSES in black 1/2 price if made before 631-96
leather case If found, please call Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
SUMMER DAY CAMP 101113
Day Camp. Spats Camp 8. Specialty pgr. 4084884046. Reward.
Campbell Ave. 017, Campbell.
Camp Director & Leader apacatons
(4016 3763500.
being accepted at the Central
YMCA. Applicants must be enerANNOUNCEMENTS TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
getic, enjoy working outdoors,
Electrolysis is the answer!!
have previous experience working FAST FUNDRAISER Raise $500 ri 5 I remove hair from any where
with youth & have the ability to clityS-CfeekS. CrICuX. Diaz, motwatal on your body, from facial hair to
lead a variety of camp activities. indroduais Fast, easy - No financial bikini area Call for appointment.
For an application or more into, obligation. 1 800862-1982 art..33 Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
contact the YMCA at 298-1717 or
1190 Lincoln. San lose. 9939093.
stop by 1717 The Alameda. San Jose.
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
All Students Receive 20% Discount.
Only $57.00 per year.
NATIONAL PARK& HIRING - Posy
Save 30% 60%
Sons are now available at National
al your dental needs.
ELECTROLYSIS CUPID.
Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
Unwanted rav removed forever.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
Specialist. Confidential.
1-206-971-3620M. N60413.
Your own probe or disposable.
VOLUNTEERS
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
247 7486.
and rewarding job? Become a RESEARCH STUDY WANTED:
teacher Or a subsitute for our Volunteers to test a new product.
school -age day care program. Volunteers paid $20. ChemTrak is a
SERVICES
These are great positions for makal on. located in Sunnyvale. CA.
students. Most teacher positions which develops home-use medical
COCHR ELL ’S
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute ITOCkiCtS. We’ll be performing a study
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
positions are perfect for those to evaluate a product desgned to help
Member of Professional
who have only one or two after- people wit Licas. We %out like you to
Association of Resume writers.
noons available. Units in ECE. come to a nearby testing location &
Reasonable Rates.
Rec. Pay. Soc. or Ed are required. help us test the usably of the new
Cali 356-6782.
Please call Small World Schools product. You will be at the testing site
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
for about 45 minutes total, including PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
answering questions. This study will accepting students who wish to
8257,000. My 2nd year income be on one day during the week of excel in playing guitar or bass. All
2 years out of college. Not 5/20/96. You must be atie to read & levels welcome: Beginning.
multi -level, just an honest speak Ergeb well. You must not hear Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
way to make good money. worked in a laboratory professionally. any style: Jazz, Blues, ROCK.
Call 800946-1690. Free info.
For information or to volunteer, Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or row.
please call the study coordinator Call Bill at 408-298-6124
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED at 408,7736156.
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
GET MORE INTERVIEWS
Students needed in the inmediate
& Better Job Offers. Let
wee. RA-time/part-time openings.
CAMPUS CLUBS
prepare your professional resume.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
ResumePro 408-882-5035,
International Bartenders School. JOIN THE CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Enjoy earning about Insh. Scottish, CRIME PREVENTION er-ORMA710N
1040,000/YR INCOME
and Welsh culture. Explore the
1900-622C0PS
potential. Home Typists/PC beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
Personal Safety
users. Toll Free 1-800-898- to all students interested in
Home security
9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings. Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
Vehicle security
culture. For more information.
Child safety
Consumer assist
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES call Kelly at 1408: 927-7925.
information
FT/PT positions with infants,
$1.70. min. (9-min max)
toddlers, preschool & school age.
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
Great advancement and growth
SHARED HOUSING
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill, CA.
opportunity. Good benefits. Immed.
Bus. Pt.,* 408-683-5723.
openings. ECE + exper. preferred. ROOM FOR RENT IN VICTORIAN
Call Action Day Nurseries. 2 Or apt, with male. 1 block from
408-9961437,
SJSU. $325/mo. tan. 947-7779. WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer aria get poor
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
grades when help is just a call
FT/PT School-age childcare 16+ ECE)
FOR RENT
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
preferred. M-F, 26 flex. Looking
college teacher) assists with
for fun creative people who are CHARMING CLASSIC 1 BR for research a, writing. Tutorial also
willing to make a difference. cleat. wet saw & filarial% mom
Fnendly. caring, confidential.
Summer opportunity also avail- sible adult. $600/mo+deld. Avail 6/1 Convenient Peninsula location.
able (childcare, camp, aquatics). Single occupancy. 551-553 So. 6th Dissertation/thesis specialist.
For more information, call Marie St. 492-8828 or 292-3239, Uoyd.
Samples & references available.
at 4043701877.
Chinese & orher ’anguages
LIEU INTERNATIONAL CENTER
spoken. Foc
come!
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
Fun & friendly environment
For free tips .
teas on
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
how to imo . .
5 Minute walk to campus
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Newly fumished rooms
Too many benefits to list!
Well-equipped student kitchen
at http://www aciplus com
Clay. Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T &P/T. Computer & study rooms
Regt., ar e-rmi
Calicratxkyrcemin Vcri-Sun 7-7, Laundry room
Call for free
408.286-5880.5550 Martian Are.
Parking
(415)15250505...ask for Daniel.
btwn. San Carlos and Parirnoor.
For American & International
behed the Cad and Party Rae.
Students.
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG. tour. 360 S. 11th St. (Between Essays, letters, application
5 FT/PT positions available now! San Carlos & San Salvador)
statements. proposals, reports,
Rapid advancement! Training
etc. For more info, please call
provided. People personality STUDIOS FOR RENT $295,/ MO. Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
preferred. Call for interview.
Snared Booms for $115. to,
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. Mail,
408-244-4097.
Rent Includes Utinfies.
Across fron SJSU. Parking
Pool/Fuzzball Tables, Arcade
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
INSURANCE
for egg donation. Desperate
Big Screen. Meal Plan Avail.
Call Alanc 286-6058
Asian couples need your help
AUTO INSURANCE
to conceive. Can you help?
Campus Insurance Se, ,
or Powell 2974823.
Ages 21-30, healthy and
Special Student Progra- responsible. Generous stipend 2 BORK APM11161741-111100/1110.
Serving SJSU for 20 ye, "Great Rates for Good 0, o.
and expenses paid. Please can Security type building
Secure Parking
WWFC 1-510820-9495.
’Good Rates for Non-Good Cu ...Close In
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
y 51,,7,car
Mocern Building
’Good StaCent
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK/
Our 129 year-old pumishing coin
Laundry Room
CALL TODAY 29E-5270
pony, Southwestern, is looking to Village Apts. 576 S 5th St.
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
select 8-10 students from SJSU (408) 295-6893.
to work in our summer program.
NO OBUGATIONAI
so ow -1.1..1iy, 9-2.
Average profit from summer work:
$5,766. For interview information
EMU
call (4081241-9903.
WANTED
EUROPE 8269.
Be a little flexible and save 55E.
$1750 WEEXLY POSSIBLE
Well help you beat the airline prices DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
mailing our circulars. For info call
Destinations worldwide.
CA Dental bowd Exam. Free
1-301-306-1207.
cleaning, filling, and crown if
AIRHITCHO900-397-10913
qualified. Contact Lai-Fong Lee ai
airhitch@netcom.com
415-929’6515 for more info.
OPPORTUNITIES
EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
EXCITING Business Opportunity State Hayward’s Bangkok Sumin telecommunications industry. mer Quarter / Discover Thailand
Certain advertisements In
Tour. Under $3,500. Acader-c
Call (510)792-5459
these columns may refer the
credit. June 17 to August 6
reader to specific telephone
S100,000+POTENTIAL. How to Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538
for
numbers or addr
make money. 150+ honest
additional information.
ways. $14.95 for book. Send
Classified readers should be
SPORTS/THRILLS
check today. Robert Hyatt.
reminded that, when making
Box 2428, Percellvilie, VA
these further contacts, they
22132-2428 ShtInc.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
should require complete
There is nothing compared to
Information before sending
the exhilaration experienced by
money for goods or services
sk)diving! Tandem. Accelerated
REAL ESTATE
In addition, readers should
Reefall. Turbine Aircraft.
carefully Investigate all firms
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for SJSU student owned & operated
offering employment listings
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
orcoupons for discount
1-510-634-7575.
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
vacations or merchandise.
Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings.

a

a3 line ad for 3 days

-embus Ciubs _
: ireek Messages.
_Rea
_Everts*
Announcements* _ServiceS
_Lost and Fourier* _Health/Bea.Ti
_Volunteers*
_Sports/tri t
_Insurance
_For Sale*
’
_Entertanric
sale
__Autos For
_Travel
_Computers Etc
_Tutoring*
_Wanted*
_Word Process
_Employment
_Schraisr
-0110cr
Ads must be placed in person in

service to the campus community
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FAX: 924-3282

WORD PROCESSING

AFFORDABLE a unitiocito
;’
Word Processing!
Treses. Term Papers Nursing &
Group Protects. Resumes, Letters.
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser II. Ali formats. specialorg
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable and writ or
service To avoid Clisappoir.
caii how to reserve your ’
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. Cai PAM 247 2681 (8arn-8p,’
Science & Englisr papers,iimeses
Our specialty. Laser printing. Free WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
spelt check and storage. APA. Tern, papers, tneses, resumes.
Turabian and other formals. group projects. etc Free spelling
Resumes, editing, grout .cs and grammar check. Typeweter
and other services available. available for filling in forms Do
Masterson’s Word Processing. you tape interviews of people for
Call Paul or Virginia 4082514449. reports or later reference? If so.
I will transcribe your tapes.
PROOFREADING EDITING
FAX machine. Notary Public.
8 Word Processing,
Will do one day turnaround when
papers
ed4ed
before
schedule permits. Call Anna at
Get your
they are graded: A polished
972,4992 from 8am to 7pm.
paper improves grades
Free pickup and delivery.
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
18 years business experience.
Let me do it for
SCHOLASTI( StNANTAGE
Resumes. Term Pape 1408! 241-0513
Screenplays. APA,
Dictaphone.
TO1O’S Word Processing Service
Pickup / Delivery AvaiiaLe
ResumesSchan PapersFlyers
Julie - 445-0707.
Powerpoint presentations
*Color output
VERY LOW RATES,
SCHOLARSHIPS
Call Today, 408-937 7201
FREE MONEY For Your Education!
,, - tr. s ot
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES Apply for
pr .ate sector aid Call
Resumes Term Papers
Letters *Tape Transcriptions
Scrolarship Resource Services
408 261 86 76
20 years experience
Low Rates!
408/297-3341
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion Jr public and private sector
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing grants & scholarships is now
Theses, term papers, group available. All students are eligible
projects, resumes, mini ormtcro regardless of grades, income.
cassette transcripticri. All formats. or parent’s income. Let us help.
Fax available. Experienced, Call Student Financial Services:
dependable, quick return. 1600.2636495 ext. F60415.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
81.000 611.01641110101ARIIIMI
$1.000 scholarships and various
THE PERFECT PAPER
awards sponsored by Packaging
Resumes
Industry’ Enroll in Packaging for
eligibitity. Scholarships available for
Research Papers
Manuscnpts. etc.
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
Worked with SJSU Students &
receve Son more lob offers.
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Starting salaries from $30k+.
For
details. contact Dr. Jorge
Turnaround. 10 minutes from SJSU.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
Marconoes, Packaging Program
horn 8am-6pm 14089370373.
Coordinator at 4.08/924-3210
IS 207 or COB 200
161PAVARDFREM0NT4NION CITY
Wordprocessing and Typing:
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
Academic/Bus, work accepted
We car -o
No iks
ReportsThesesMLA/Turab.
Expert in APA format 14th ed.)
510E32
WP5.1/6.0 Laser Printer- Fax
7 Days a Week 7:00am-9:00pm
Suzanne Scott
COMPUTERS ETC.
(510)4410604 or (510)4E99794
CALL MARCIA 2669446
:
e5sing
’Fax
Euir l, For -id! Spec4st for
Tern Pauers/Prorects/Resurnes
APA Twain MLA
Gran-mar, Sentence Structure
Nursirg/Soc Work/Engt,s,
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses tr.projects
.,
cassette
Fax a,
d e: A

FOR SALE

SS WE PAY TOP CASH $S
..

DAILY
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Ginger cookie
5 Actor Bellamy
’0 Bag
.1 r,)iibie agent
’-flerres

I
A
0
SC A P
R 0
T
U NI! 0 N
alp
SIT A
P P I DE
INS
F XP L
T

A

179
20 Hce.e.
21 Ease An
23 Goddess of
Changvthe
24 dn
clock
25
28
29
33
34
3r",
’

Y-ofl
crazy
about
Affirmative
Drinks fast
Actress Gardner
Popular
seafood
Bewilder
Kesey
i,eman

39 - iacket
40 Phildelphia
Flyers org.
41 Actor Borgnine
4.134 Lapp’s neighbor
Guy’s
counterpart
44
: ’ Makes a dress
’’ longer
’
.anding
sO Reverence
52 Fell
55 Type of daisy
59 "- See Is You
60 Disney film that
debuted in
Central Park
63 Mexican dessert
64 Tinge
65 Bivouac
66 Sharp flavor

MO00
MOO DEMON
OMNIM 0013012 MOM
IMMO MOMMM INIMM
n pr f
6’ Jac icAbhits
6F3 Prflt., buds
DOWN
1 Self-satisfied
2 Taboo
3 Hawkeye of
’M’A’S’H"
4 Flaked
5 Rants
6 Turkish
Official
7 ‘- Abner"
8 Extras
9 Foot parts
10 Private place
11 On a rampage
12 Summon to
court
13 Sharp
18 - Grande
22 Greece’s sea
24 Confederate
soldier
25 Phonies
26 Manifest
27 Ni rserraid
28 Bark

30
31
32
34
35
36
39
42
43
46
47
49
50
51
52
53
54
56
57
58
61

Thrust forward
Bah’
Auctions off
Sportscaster
Howard Decompose
Actor Vereen
"- the Tail on
the Donkey"
Getting manned
secretly
Mink or sable
Felt hat
Spiritualist
meeting
Distance
down
Residue
Owl’s question
271h President
Earthenware
pol
Scheme
Remain
Unexciting
Snakes
Cahle -
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Graduation
From page
I etc. .uid we’d like you to play for us,’" Reese
said. At the time they were ’like 20th in the
nation they just had to sell themselves."
Though Reese has carried a (WA AS high as
3.5, he feels it is more difficult for AfricanAmerican students like himself to graduate in
a university setting like SJSU.
"It boils down to the university system and
the way it teaches," said Reese, who has
another year until graduation. "I don’t feel
they’re teaching about us, unless you’re in a
black history class. It can make the material
harder to understand."
Reese, a wide receiver for the San Jose
SaberCats, took advantage of the programs of
which he said have been extremely supportive.
-They’re doing a lot to get me through
more than they need to," Reese said. "(But)
they can only do so much."
This is why members from the athletic
department feel that if student-athletes don’t
graduate in an adevate period of time, it’s
not from a lack of support.
"We want to be 100 percent successful,"
Lewis said. "But I can’t carry you to class."
Morrison and the rest of the athletic
department have tried to look at more than
just the raw numbers in the development of
their student-athletes. He knows that universities recruit students for sports such as football and basketball, players who may not get
an opportunity at a college education.
However, he said that doesn’t give a coach
an excuse to exploit athletes.
"The single greatest sin is to bring in a kid
who has no chance to graduate," Morrison
said. "That is the single greatest crime that
can be committed."
Former SJSU football coach Claude
Gilbert said in a Dec. 7 Spartan Daily article

66
The single greatest sin is
to bring in a kid who has
no chance to graduate
Stan Morrison
SJSLI men’s basketball coach

last year, "It’s easy to look at the coach, point
the finger and say, ’These kids aren’t graduating,’ but that doesn’t mean that wasn’t our
intention.
"Some of those kids were deprived; they
didn’t come from academically oriented families," said Gilbert, the Spartans’ head coach
from 1984 to 1989. "Some just weren’t prepared academically; you can give a student all
the mandatory study halls in the world, but if
the student isn’t ready or willing to learn, it
won’t make a difference."
The basketball coaching staff doesn’t like
leaving any room for mistakes. This is why
the players have a three-hour study hall five
nights a week. Penalty if you miss study hall:
five miles at 5 a.m. Morrison also helps his
athletes with their studies and doesn’t allow
them to go on road trips without their books.
"I feel responsible for the kids in this program," said Stewart, one of the main
recruiters for the men’s basketball team.
Stewart, who is African-American, has the
awkward position of defending a program
that has had a poor reputation of graduating
African-American athletes.
"I’ve walked into homes.... the whole tone

of the recruiting trip changes," he said. "I
have o answer questions and explain how
things have changed.
"Any good recruiter has to understand
society and what is behind it. That explains a
lot about where a kid is focused," Stewart
said.
But Stewart doesn’t let race get in the way
when he deals with his recruits. "If you are a
coach, then coach. You’ve got to be able to
relate with all players," he said. "There is no
color in right and wrong. ... it’s about you
and what you are doing.
"Coaching is about the overall growth of
an athlete; basketball is a minor part of their
day-to-day life," he said.
Stewart and Morrison point out some of
the African-American athletes they’ve recruited like Lossie Mitchel and Terry Cannon as
successful athletes who have graduated from
their program.
"For me, it was easy," said Mitchel, who
played basketball for SJSU from 1991-94, and
is currently an assistant coach for the men’s
basketball team. "I came to school with a goal
in mind with or without Morrison and the
department."
As a coach, Mitchel, who graduated with
an administration ofjustice degree, sees how
the goal of being a professional athlete for
some African-American men is the main reason for attending college.
"I listen to single-parents’ homes and here
mothers say, ’My baby’s going to make a lot of
money,’ but they don’t really teach reality,"
Mitchel said.
Morrison feels that is where he must step
in and assist the student. "Someone has to
motivate the student, but then the student
has to assume responsibility areyou going
to be used or be a user? Milk it dry.

Ergonomics
From page I
emploNees while reputations and
profits go up for manufacturers
and employers, Moallem said.
Louis Freund, director of
Silicon Valley Ergonomic Institute
at SJSU, said he formed the institute to perform education and
research, provide educational pro
grams, workshops and conferences. Also the institute is to
become a focal point in this area
for an interdisciplinary pursuit for
topics related to human factors
and ergonomics.
"Our institute is the only one of

its type in the Bay Area," Freund
said.
An master’s of science in
Human
Factors/Ergonomics
degree is only offered in the masters program under interdisciplinary studies and has been available since the fall 1993 semester,
said M. Lou Lewandowski, associate dean of graduate and international studies.
The departments and their faculty involved are from industrial
engineering, psychology, human
performance, industrial design,
occupational therapy and econom-

ics, Freund said.
There are 41 students enrolled
this semester and three are expected to graduate from the program,
Freund said. The program will
grow by 13 new students to a program total of 50 students by fall
1996, he said.
Most students have internships
while attending school. The
interns work with product engineers who test software and hardware products for usability and
assist in the performance workstation evaluations, Freund said.
When products are easier and

safer to use, the employee is comfortable, it raises productivity,
encourages product loyalty and
profits increase, Moallem said.
The second annual ErgoCon’96
is a conference that will bring
experts from around the world to
discuss a variety of ergonomic topics starting 9:00 a.m., May 12
through May 15 at Hyatt Rickeys in
Palo Alto.
"This is a very hot topic in
Silicon Valley," Freund said.
Freund said the cost of ignoring
ergonomic issues is increased work
absences, more worker compensa-
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Jerry Reese prepares to give a verbal presentation to his public relations class while a fellow classmate looks on. Reese, who played for
SJSU’s football team and aspires to play arena football for the San
Jose SaberCats, plans on obtaining his degree within the next year.

tion claims and a rise in oversights
such as clerical errors.
Freund said, "It’s not designers
talking about design. It’s different
disciplines from their own point of
Yiew to focus on a central issue."
He also said employees who are
aware of a safe and healthy work
place, expect employers to do
more.

"Employers need to be responsive to maintain good employee
relations," Freund said.
Workshop topics include vision
and lighting, careers, global safety
and ergonomics and keyboard
retraining.
"At ErgoCon’96 someone can
come and look at many different

keyboards and learn which one is
best for them and why."
The exposition hall will be the
site of over 40 exhibits that will
include furniture displays, lighting, computer software and exercise programs, telephone accessories, new designs for physical
therapy and more.
SJSU President Robert Caret
will welcome conference-goers followed by a keynote address delivered by Kenneth Laughery, professor of psychology at Rice
University.
Students may register for $150
or $75 for one day.
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LAUREL IVERSON, Laurel’s Delight
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Strawberries from Watsonville, peaches and nectarines
from Brentwood, organic produce, cut flowers, herbs and more
from over 40 California certified growers.
Ask about the FREE Downtown delivery at the market information booth.
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